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Abstract: The Augmented Processing Table project (APT) is an ongoing, iterative study that is producing results in terms of designing and rethinking archival technology, processes, and methodologies. The project is collaboration between researchers in Archival Science (Ciaran B. Trace) and Human Computer Interaction (Luis Francisco-Revilla) to pioneer the use of large interactive surfaces and tabletop computing as tools to aid in the teaching and practice of archival processing. The APT work to date has included the development of two prototype large-scale surface computing devices for processing and making accessible collections of digitized material. In the process, the project has proposed and evaluated novel archival practices (digitize-first, process-second), furthered the understanding of current archival arrangement practices (for both paper based and digitized material), introduced explicit metrics for evaluating arrangements (from the perspectives of narrative, record keeping, perspectives, materiality and coherence), and identified patterns of activities that people follow when arranging collections, and correlated them with the quality of the resulting arrangements. This presentation will discuss some of these findings from the formal evaluation of the second APT prototype.
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